
 

 

16th December 2020, 
 
Dear Parents and Guardians, 
 
Last year we launched our very exciting Cleves Activity Passport which is a list of activities created to inspire 
and help provide Cleves children with the opportunity and encouragement to try new things and develop 
new skills. 
 
Through conducting pupil voice and researching existing schemes such as ‘GOV UK Activity Passport’ and 
‘The National Trust’s 50 things to do before you are 11 ¾, we comprised a list of activities to help provide 
the children with new experiences and the chance to learn new skills.  
To ensure a wide range of experiences, the activities are divided into 6 categories; 

● Explore and know yourself 
● Be creative 
● Be healthy 
● Be adventurous 
● Help yourself and others 
● Learn skills for the future 

 
We feel the activities listed can help children to grow in confidence, expand their understanding of the world 
around them, or even introduce a hobby.  
 
The first page lists experiences and new skills the children will be taught at school, through experiencing the 
Cleves curriculum. The second page provides a number of ideas for other experiences and different skills to 
learn which the children can choose to do in their own time.  
 
This is not part of our homework and the children do not need to participate should they not wish to. These 
are just ideas the children may like to try or experience perhaps over the Christmas break.  
 
Every child has a ‘Cleves Activity Passport’ scrap book which they can use to keep evidence in e.g photos 
linked to their own journey of new experiences through trying the activities listed. We also have ‘Cleves 
Activity Evidence Slips’ which can be simply signed by an adult as confirmation that an activity has been 
tried. These scrap books will follow the children up through their time at Cleves and we hope will also 
provide them with the chance to reflect on how they have grown, as they progress through the school.  
 
You can find a printable whole school version on the Cleves website under ‘Our Curriculum’ 
https://www.cleves.co.uk/our-curriculum/. 
 

Yours Sincerely,  
Sasha Bye 
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